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HARFIELD VILLAGE ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL REPORT 2019 / 2020

NOTE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

Harfield Village Association (HVA)
Office 5,Harfield Village Centre
48 2nd Avenue
Harfield Village
Claremont
7708

HVA Committee

Chairperson James Fernie
Vice Chairperson Sean McFarlane
Secretary Terry Robinson
Treasurer Alison Palthe / Daniela Leigh
Membership Danie Van Rooyen
Planning / Development Steve Slaughter / Sean McFarlane

Alexander Sivitilli / Carmia Schoeman
General Jared Cumming

It is such a clichéd statement in 2020, but what an
insane and challenging year we are all
experiencing. Despite the darkness and extreme
difficulties endured by so many people in our Harfield
Village community, and indeed throughout our city
and country, the silver lining to this crisis has been the
remarkable kindness, generosity and expression of
compassion through outreach and fundraising drives
to assist vulnerable and marginalized people and
communities.

Perusing the 2020 Harfield Village Association (HVA)
Annual Financial Statements, I have a deep sense of
gratitude that the HVA completed yet another
successful year. We continued to invest in the village
through a myriad of initiatives such as the street
cleaning project, support for our civic partners such
as the Friends of Harfield Village Parks and our
continued efforts to safeguard the heritage and
architectural integrity of the village.

PART | 01

James Fernie (Chairperson of HVA) with “Aunty Avril Andrews
(Alcardo Andrews Foundation) at one of the Sandwich Saturday
Drives during lockdown
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It is vitally important to express our sincere gratitude to a variety of different people that all play a role in
meeting the civic needs of our quaint community, Harfield Village :

• Thank you to the HVA committee for your hard work and dedication over the last year, we can indeed be
very proud of our achievements. Of course there is always room for improvement, but considering we are
all very busy people volunteering in these positions, we have performed as best as possible.

• Thank you to the residents and Harfield Village community for supporting the HVA and other local civic
associations in our quest to maintain and improve our village in all respects. We MUST work hard to combat
apathy and mobilise the community to take responsibility for our neighbourhood.

• Thank you to all of the civic associations operating in Harfield Village and surrounding areas, namely the
Harfield Village Community Improvement District (HVCID), the Friends of Harfield Parks and the Harlyn
Neighbourhood Watch.

• Thank you to our local councillor Sharon Cottle for the determination and hard work to assist Harfield
Village. Thank you also to Sharon’s assistant Leandre Layman for always being so helpful.

• Thank you to the “Helping Angels” for mobilizing vital resources during the covid 19 crisis, and the extremely
hard and stressful work of distributing food to the Hanover Park community partners as well as other local
organisations. (see covid 19 Report) later in the document.

• Lastly, thank you to our new friends in Hanover Park, the entire team at the Alcardo Andrews Foundation
led by “Aunty” Avril Andrews and the Hanover Park Cricket Club led by Ashraf Allie.

My personal priorities for the HVA and Harfield Village for the year ahead :

• Continued awareness creation of the disgusting state of Imam Haron Road with the city & relevant
stakeholders.

• Addressing the ever increasing homelessness in the area.
• Increasing support for security stakeholders in the area.
• Strengthening the relationship with and increasing support for Hanover Park partners.
• Completing a new website for the HVA.
• More regular newsletters and communication with Harfielders and HVA members.

James Fernie
Chairperson, Harfield Village Association (HVA)
October 2020

For a very long time I have wanted to find reputable, reliable and impactful civic partners in the community
of Hanover Park, with a view to establishing a meaningful developmental role in that community which is so
ravaged by gangsterism, violence and poverty. As a thriving community of Harfield Village, I have always felt
strongly that it is our moral imperative to reach out to our less fortunate (in the material sense) neighbours in
Hanover Park. The covid 19 crisis precipitated the establishment of sincere, genuine and meaningful
relationships with absolutely wonderful partners in Hanover Park. The dream of connecting Hanover Park and
Harfield Village has materialized, personal connections have been created and there is much to look forward
to as we commence on this journey of bridging two vastly different communities separated and segregated
through historical injustice. These communities are geographically only 10 minutes away from each other but
might as well be on different planets.

I am extremely cognizant of that fact that the HVA is a residents association and our mandate is first and
foremost to represent the people and interests of Harfield Village, and I do believe that our hardworking and
dedicated committee perform that role with passion, enthusiasm and dedication. The results of our efforts are
extremely tangible.
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NOTE FROM VICE CHAIRPERSON & WARD
COMMITTEE MEMBER
To echo what James, our chairman, has already said - it’s been a tough
old year.

The challenges we faced as individuals, as families, as business people,
as communities, and as a country have been extreme and unusual. And
while the adversity presented an opportunity for towels to be thrown in,
I was hugely encouraged to see the proactive response from so many.

We came into the year with renewed energy, some great goals, and
solid plans in place to achieve them - we were excited to deliver for
Harfield Village. Then the world shifted beneath our feet. Lockdown was
enforced and it quickly became apparent that we would need to revise
our plans and look at different ways to support our community.

It’s truly remarkable how quickly the people of Harfield adapted to the
change in circumstances. The special character and community spirit
that has been such an enduring feature of our little Village really shone
through. Despite being closed away and needing to distance ourselves,
we came together like never before. I’ve lived in many places around
the world and have not experienced anything like it.

Under normal circumstances, the ward committee meets 6 times a year. This was not possible during the
lockdown with only 2 meetings held since March. The primary issues identified by the Ward Committee are as
follows:

• Effective social distancing and the continued wearing of masks in public must bemaintained as the threat
of a 2nd wave of the COVID19 pandemic remains a real concern.

• There are likely to be continued delays in the emptying of bins as the teams fall ill and where depots are
closed for the specified quarantine period. Depots around Cape Town are working together and are
stepping in to assist where possible.

• Street lighting has been a concern for a while. Most of these problems have now been repaired or bulbs
replaced. Currently, there are a few individual street lights out, but the backlog has been addressed.

• Street people remain a very high focus area in the ward. Ongoing operations are being undertaken by
Law Enforcement and Social Development. We now have 2 field workers, working in the ward daily. They
are profiling street people and, with the help of Social Development, they are trying to place individuals
who have accepted help, into a safe space, managed by the City of Cape Town.

• Due to the heavy rains these past months, many of the roads in the ward were damaged and urgent
repairs needed to be undertaken. Certain of the roads will be resurfaced, while others can be patched
up and potholes repaired. We will monitor the list of service requests as are they logged.

As we move out of this disaster and start rebuilding normality, the HVA committee will seek to nurture and
champion this community, this spirit. A special thanks to everyone who has participated in supporting those in
need both within Harfield and elsewhere.

To the business of the Ward Committee. One of our primary objectives was to drive a cross-Ward (not to be
confused with crossword) project to clean and beautify the neighbourhoods that comprise ward 58. As with
so much else, this has been set aside until we’re better able to deliver on this project.

The Ward Committee aims to give residents a forum to raise concerns or issues. This is done by the various
stakeholders delivering a report to the Chairperson which is compiled and discussed at the ward committee
meetings. Through this process, the Ward Councillor can gain insight into the challenges faced by residents
and communities and tangible actions can be agreed upon.

Sean McFarlane
(Vice Chairperson of HVA)

Sean McFarlane
Vice-Chairperson, Harfield Village Association (HVA)
October 2020
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BOUNDARIES OF HARFIELD VILLAGE

FINANCIAL MATTERS

Thank you to the HVA treasurer Alison Palthe for the hard work and dedication over the last financial year
which ended on 30 June 2020.

Thank you also to Vassen & Associates for auditing the books and preparing the 2019 / 2020 Annual Financial
Statements for the HVA. The service by Vassen & Associates to the HVA and Harfield Village over many years
is greatly appreciated.

With the unfolding of the Covid 19 crisis in February and March 2020, a passionate and energetic group of
Harfielders swung into action to raise money and assist vulnerable residents within Harfield Village area and
the community of Hanover Park, as well as other local community organisations.

Harfield Village can be extremely proud that a truly incredible amount of money was raised and distributed
to organisations and people in need during this severe lockdown and the unfolding economic disaster,
namely :

• Hanover Park feeding scheme R217 557.00
• Christel House School support R1000.00
• Sisters Inc shelter for women and children R1000.00
• SPCA for animals R2000.00
• U Turn support for homeless people R3000.00

The HVA continued to invested in many valuable initiatives over the last financial year in Harfield Village,
namely :

• Continued support for Friends of Harfield Parks R4000.00
• Rosmead Central Primary School Field and grounds R6825.00
• The Harfield Village Street Cleaning Initiative R15 784.00

As part of the HVA mandate to safeguard the architectural heritage of Harfield Village, the HVA provided
financial support in an amount of R13 000.00 to the residents of Wessels Road to supplement their legal fees
as a result of their ongoing fight with the developers in that tiny little street. In the end it was a fight which the
residents lost but the HVA can be proud that it supported the residents as best it could.

As part of the ongoing outreach programme the HVA provided support to the Young Guiding Stars Sacred
String Band Claremont with an amount of R3000.00 to assist the band to purchase new uniforms for the
children. The band has an important historical link to Harfield Village as many of the members were forcibly
removed from the village during the dark days of apartheid. The HVA is deeply committed to entrenching this
relationship with the band and supporting the band wherever possible as it is also a registered non profit
organisation (NPO).

The bank balance of the HVA as at 30 June 2020 was a total of R47 359.00 which is just under R10 000.00 greater
than the balance of R38 631.00 in 2019.

The snapscan account which the HVA opened during the 2019 financial year worked really well during the
2020 year and was especially helpful in generating funds for the covid 19 relief fund.

Harfield Village is located between Claremont and Kenilworth with the following borders:

• Northern border Imam Haron Road / Chichester Road
• Southern border Kenilworth Road
• Eastern border Rosmead Avenue
• Western border the railway line
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HVA MEMBERSHIP

SAFETY AND SECURITY IN HARFIELD VILLAGE

Thank you to Danie Van Rooyen for his passionate and dedicated maintenance of the three HVAmembership
databases over the 2019 / 2020 financial year. This is an extremely important portfolio as without the income
of membership fees the HVA is not able to invest in so many initiatives in the village and support so many
important local causes.

Fees for the 2019 / 2020 year are :

• Residential membership is R200.00 per annum per household
• Business membership is R350.00 per business
• Cottage Industry is R150.00 per annum

Considering the economic climate the HVAwill not raise the membership fee for the 2020 / 2021 financial year.

With an effective and co-ordinated effort the HVA really can and should generate decent income from
membership. Currently the HVA is just not maximizing its capacity with a total of R49 258.00 generated through
membership fees in the 2019 / 2020 year.

With just a little more support from Harfielders the following income is actually very modest and VERY
achievable:

• 250 residential members @ R200.00 R50 000.00
• 100 business members @ R350.00 R35 000.00
• 30 cottage industry members @ R150.00 R4500.00

Total R89 500.00

The HVA introduced a 4th category of membership for churches, schools, mosque and local nonprofits. The
idea is to ensure open communication and an inclusive sense of community. This category is free.

WE NEED THE HELP OF ALL THE RESIDENTS TO ACHIEVE AND EVEN EXCEED THIS GOAL. THE MORE SUPPORT THE
HVA RECEIVES, THE GREATER THE IMPACT ON HARFIELD VILLAGE.

Thank you all the current members for the support!!

The HVA regards Safety and Security as a top priority.

The civic association tasked with safety and security in Harfield Village is the Harfield Village Community
Improvement District (HVCID) NOT to be confused with a City Improvement District. The HVA works closely with
the Harfield Village Community Improvement District (HVCID). It is a non-profit civic community forum
managed by residents who volunteer to coordinate improvements in the village, with the focus on safety and
security in partnership with Fidelity ADT. The HVA strongly encourages all Harfielders to join the HVCID as they
are working tirelessly to ensure safety and security not only in our homes but also in our neighbourhood through
dedicated Harfield patrol vehicles offering quick response times, roll out of security cameras throughout the
village and a fulltime security manager in the village (Jenni Coleman). Please visit their website to find out
more www.hvcid.co.za , email admin@hvcid.co.za or call Jenni on 081 412 6109

In 2019 meetings were held between the various civic associations, namely HVA, HVCID, Harlyn
NeighbourhoodWatch and Friends of Harfield Village Parks to discuss and formulate a comprehensive security
strategy for Harfield Village. The discussions were extremely productive but unfortunately due to work
commitments of several people there was no finality to the joint initiative. The covid 19 crisis hit in March 2020
and all such initiatives took a back seat from an HVA point of view as the organisation shifted towards
emergency relief programmes and assistance.

The concept of a Harfield Village / Claremont Village City Improvement District (CID) should be investigated.
Such a CID could incorporate the Kenilworth Centre, Rosmead Avenue Spar complex and the Rosmead
Avenue Pick n Pay as larger contributors besides just residential members. The task of launching a CID is time
consuming and requires a lot of hard work and dedication from a task team and presenting a strong case to
the residents to support such an initiative.

Many thanks to the hard work and dedication of Claremont SAPS, HVCID and Harlyn Neighbourhood Watch
in their crime fighting and prevention efforts.

https://www.hvcid.co.za
https://www.hvcid.co.za
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HARFIELD VILLAGE HERITAGE, PLANNING
& DEVELOPMENT

THANK YOU to the Heritage & Planning sub committee of the HVA for
their passion and dedication to ensuring that the Heritage of Harfield
Village is protected and planning guidelines are adhered to.

PROTECTING THE ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE AND INTEGRITY OF HARFIELD VILLAGE.

Steve Slaughter
Carmia Schoeman
Alexander Sivitilli
Sean McFarlane
Bruce Burmeister (advisory)

Imam Haron Road remains a huge problem. The area looks extremely decayed with a huge influx of homeless
people, litter and general degradation.

No news from the City of Cape Town yet as to the commencement of construction of the MyCiti bus route up
Imam Haron Road which will obviously transform and uplift the area.

The Sub Committee provided the following insert for this report :

Due to the Covid 19 Pandemic that hit our shores in February of this year and the subsequent lockdown
national disaster gazetted at the end of March, much of the goals set for the year were not achieved. We
have still actively worked on land use applications and provided comments to those applications that best
served the community as a whole and our goal to maintain the character of the Village. There was a notable
down-turn in the volume of land use applications over the last 8 months.

Areas of concern:

• The HVA has not always notified on land use applications.
• There have been a number of applications throughout the year that have been put out for public

notification are post-building works, these are applications in the main have been to bring properties up
to code at time of sale or for minor alterations that are years if not decades old., however we have had
one cases where the intention of the developers has been to manipulate the process to their advantage.
We are working to set up meeting with senior management with in council to address our concerns with
the hope of preventing any similar applications within the village.

An electronic system of application processing with in the subcommittee has yet to be implemented, but will
form a core part of work for the year ahead, this will allow for better tracking of application, their type and
magnitudes.

Heritage Protection Overlay Zone (HPOZ)

The City Environment Department worked with the HVA towards the end of 2019 to
complete the heritage audit of the village and to draft the reports required to motivate the HPOZ overlay for
the village. The proposed overlay area will be dealt with as part of the Development Management Scheme
5-yearly review process. This process is currently being initiated by the City’s Development Management
department as it has been five years since the inception of the by-law in 2015. This is a statutory and
compulsory process so cannot be circumvented. Significant work has been put into the proposed Heritage
Management Plan for Harfield Village and we will now be feeding it into the review process for consideration
and possible adoption, and piggy back onto the public participation for the review. The HPOZ public
participation process will form part of the DMS review public process. When the DMS review is put out to the
public for input, it will provide a formal opportunity for the Harfield Village residents and other interested and
affected parties to comment on the proposed extension of the HPOZ to cover Harfield, as well as any specific
provisions believed appropriate for the area. All new areas as have been identified in the MSDF and
respective district plans will undergo this process where we have the capacity to do so.

Year Ahead

• Work with Council planning and development dept. to to improve communications with the HVA on land use
application and to deal with the issues of unapproved developments.

• Prepare for the HPOZ public participation submittals.
• Discuss and develop events and Memory Projects with the aim of bridging the past with the present which will

form a critical part of the HPOZ application with regards to social and cultural history and heritage of Harfield
village.
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FRIENDS OF HARFIELD VILLAGE PARKS (FOHP)

BEAUTIFICATION, GREENING, & CLEANING
IN HARFIELD VILLAGE

Thank you to the Friends of Parks team for their passion and dedication towards maintaining and improving
the 4 beautiful parks in the village. Thank you Francine Becker, Gail Brown, Tina Gough, Thomas King, Ingrid
Nye and Ruth McNerney for the excellent efforts in running the Friends of Harfield Parks.

The HVA proudly supported the Friends of Harfield Parks with an annual donation of R4000.00 during the 2019
/ 2020 financial year.

Harfield Village is truly blessed to have four wonderful parks in the village. The village is also blessed to have
enthusiastic and passionate people to drive The Friends of Harfield Parks which is committed to inspiring the
community to create clean, safe, fun parks while increasing biodiversity and recognizing the heritage of
Harfield Village.

The HVA invested R15 784.00.00 during the 2019 / 2020 financial year to keep the streets of Harfield clean and
tidy. The HVA is of the opinion that residents should take responsibility for the cleaning and maintenance of
their own pavements and gutters, and the HVA is prepared to assist in this initiative by leading the way.

Of course with limited funds the scope of his work is also limited. Thank you to Alison Palthe and Jared Cumming
for leading on this important initiative.

The HVA would like to continue with this initiative in the year ahead and actually expand it BUT we need funds
and support from the community to do so.

Harfielders must please continue to use the complaints line of the city to push for the cleaning and
maintenance of the area.

As per all previous years, the HVA is concerned about the area on 2nd Avenue in front of the TELKOM entrance
and opposite Livingstone High School remains a challenge. As a result of the drought the garden area planted
by the HVA some years ago died and the space has become a toilet for the homeless community living
nearby. The area always seems to be full of litter as well. The human faeces is a health hazard and the litter is
an absolute eyesore.

Harfielders are strongly encouraged to clean, maintain and improve their own pavements, gardens and road
gutters thus keeping the village clean and tidy. Many hands make light work! This also assists the city with the
prevention of storm drainage issues.

Harfield Village could be an incredibly picturesque garden suburb in the heart of the southern suburbs and all
Harfielders are encouraged to take responsibility for greening and cleaning of their own neighbourhood.

Trees in Harfield Village: Trees need protection as many people cut down trees illegally.
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HERITAGE / SOCIAL OUTREACH / HOMELESSNESS IN HARFIELD
VILLAGE / SPECIAL PROJECTS
The HVA is very proud to be an integral part of the Rosmead Central Primary School sports fields’ initiative.
Thanks to benefactors, local residents and general HVA funding the relationship with the school has been
strengthened and consolidated. The field

Rosmead Central Primary School Field BEFORE

One of the larger contributors to the Rosmead Central Primary School sportfield
development, Grow Africa Foundation

Rosmead Central Primary School 2020
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The HVA is extremely proud of the relationship that has developed with the Young Guiding Stars Sacred String
Band Claremont over the last few years. The band was established in Claremont in 1932 and is still thriving.
This band is an incredibly important part of the heritage of Claremont and the HVA will continue to support its
development and strengthen the connection with the band.

Photo of the band The band playing in Hampstead Park several years ago

The band playing at the Harfield Village Carnival in 2018
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Claremont histories: Please visit the website www.claremonthistories.co.za to learn more about the history of
Harfield Village and surrounding areas in Claremont. In the year ahead the HVA would like to organize for the
screening of documentary, The Impossible Return, at a location in Harfield Village.

On Sunday the 20th of October 2019 The Centre for Curating the Archive (UCT) and the University of Pretoria
presented the launch of “Impossible Return : Harfield Village Forced Removals” by Siona O’Connell. Despite
the launch scheduled on the same day as the rugby world cup match the church was packed to capacity.
At some point in the near future it would really be worthwhile to host a screening of the documentary The
Impossible Return in Harfield Village.

Flyer promoting the book and the event

A packed St Matthews Church, Harfield Village

HOMELESSNESS remains a major challenge facing Harfield Village and indeed the entire Cape Town metro.
The HVA would still like to harness the experience and talent of local activists to prepare a Statement of Intent
framing the vision, approach and objectives to this challenge, and flowing from that a policy and programme
of action for the HVA to this challenge at a very local level.

https://www.claremonthistories.co.za
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EVENTS IN HARFIELD VILLAGE

MARKETING OF THE ASSOCIATION AND SOCIAL MEDIA

ELECTRONIC FAULT REPORTING SYSTEM

Events in the village are really very important since they contribute to the spirit of good neighbourliness and
encourage community activism.

Unfortunately due to lack of manpower and time, the HVA did not host any events during the 2019 / 2020
financial year.

Possible events for the year ahead :

• Summer outdoor movie evening in February 2021 either in a park in the village or at Rosmead Central
Primary School

• Market in April 2021 at the Rosmead Central Primary School.

Website: The HVA is looking at a total revamp and redesign of the current website. www.iloveharield.co.za .
The idea is to ensure integration with the various important elements of conducting business with the HVA such
as planning applications.

Monthly newsletters and regular communication with members and Harfielders remain a challenge.

Harfield Village and The HVA was featured frequently in local southern suburbs publications The Tatler and
Peoples Post. The HVA will continue to feed positive stories regarding Harfield Village and the activities of the
HVA.

The Harfield Village Association Facebook group membership has surpassed 3800 members. Thank you to the
administrators who invest a lot of their personal time in screening potential new members and maintaining
standards of respectability and decency on the site.

Members of the community are encouraged to report issues and faults to the city through their complaints
system.

Phone: 086 010 3089
Email: contactus@capetown.gov.za
SMS: 31373

https://www.iloveharield.co.za
https://contactus@capetown.gov.za
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Harfield Village Association
The HVA “Campaign of Goodness”
Covid 19 Response

PART | 02

General HVA Covid flyer

Before the dramatic unfolding of the
Covid 19 crisis, the HVA took a
decision at its monthly committee
meeting on 3 March 2020 to engage
with civic associations in Hanover
Park with a view to developing a
meaningful and respectful dialogue.
The goal of this dialogue would be to
explore ways in which to build
sincere and genuine bridges and
provide developmental support
between the two communities,
which are geographically only 10
minutes from each other but worlds
apart in manner of living.

The Covid19 crisis accelerated the
importance of developing this
initiative with the extremely
important and immediate need for
emergency food aid to some of the
most at-risk and destitute families in
Hanover Park. Just prior to lockdown
on 24 March 2020 the HVA
embarked on a passionate
‘Campaign of Goodness' to reach
out to our neighbours in Hanover
Park to investigate how the Harfield
Village community and surrounding
areas could assist and support
during this crisis and going forward
into the future.
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This document outlines the details of this campaign:

Partners and Beneficiaries

The HVA engaged reputable, reliable, impactful and accountable local stakeholders in Hanover Park to
support and assist their efforts and programmes. The HVA identified primary beneficiaries but also assisted
other organisations which are directly impacting their respective communities; namely :

• The Alcardo Andrews Foundation: Established in 2015 in honour of a young man whose aspiration was to
restore Hanover Park into a safe and peaceful community, his life was tragically cut short through gang
violence. The Foundation is deeply rooted in the community and run by “Aunty” Avril Andrews and Lesley
Wyngaard, both of whom have lost a son to gang violence. The foundation has 4 main pillars: Moms Move
for Justice / Youth with Purpose / Fatherhood Programme and Feeding Scheme Programme.

• The Fish Rite Hanover Park Cricket Club: Run by well-known personality Ashraf Allie, the cricket club is a
registered NPO (176-964) and PBO (930058963) and focuses on youth development through a schools
cricket coaching programme (currently only working in 4 schools due to lack of funds though there are 14
schools in the area). During this crisis the cricket club is being used as a distribution point for emergency
food aid and is being run by staff and volunteers who are part of the club.

• Wynberg Haven Night Shelter: The shelter fights to improve the quality of life for their guests, with the goal
being to get them back home and functioning in society. Alongside food and shelter, they offer extremely
necessary rehabilitation, counselling, social welfare services, family reunification services, and physical
care.

• The campaign also includes ensuring that ALL residents in Harfield Village are also nurtured and protected,
especially the elderly and vulnerable people who might require assistance.

• In addition, the HVA made donations to several organisations during lockdown including Christel House
School, Sisters Inc (shelter for abused women and children) U-Turn (dealing with homelessness) and the
SPCA.

The HVA supported the above-mentioned organisations primarily through food drives but also the collection
of decent clothes and blankets bearing in mind the cold winter months were approaching prior to lockdown.
The HVA also supporting these programmes and organisations financially through funds received from various
fundraising campaigns. After consulting with the partners and beneficiaries, The HVA compiled a list of
essential foodstuff and toiletries which were purchased weekly, stored at the Rosmead Central Primary School
and collected by the beneficiaries to be distributed in their communities.

Drive by drop off by residents during the Harfield Village Sandwich Saturday Drive
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Residents supported the Campaign for Goodness in the following ways:

Financially:

By making a payment through SnapScan or directly into the HVA bank account, residents and other donors
from across Cape Town and even people living overseas, contributed to the purchase of food packs,
groceries and toiletries for families in need. The team of volunteers “The Helping Angels” purchased the above-
mentioned goods at wholesale prices provided by local businesses the ‘Village Cafe’ and retailer Score
Foods who provided discounts on bulk goods. The team purchased fresh fruit and vegetables weekly from a
wholesaler at the Epping Market. The HVA registered a crowd funding page to raise funds though this was not
as successful as had been hoped.

SPAR Trolley

Huge gratitude to the Rosmead SPAR for
supporting the “Campaign of Goodness” by
providing a trolley at the entrance to shop
into which people placed food, groceries
and toiletries. The goods were collected
weekly, taken to the Rosmead Central
Primary School, sorted and placed into boxes
by the Helping Angels and finally delivered to
vulnerable residents around the village or to
the respective community development
partners.

Bank details:

Harfield Village Association
Standard Bank
Claremont Branch
Branch no 025109
Account: SAVINGS 07-745-577-0
Reference: Your Name and Covid19

Quicket link:

https://www.quicket.co.za/events/104424-r20-a-day-save-a-life-challenge/#/

Full trolley read for collection at the Rosmead Spar

https://www.quicket.co.za/events/104424-r20-a-day-save-a-life-challenge/#/
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Sandwich Drive

During the winter months of May, June and July, the HVA held 5 Sandwich Saturday drives where residents
were encouraged to drop off sandwiches, fruit, soups, blankets and clothes at a central drop off point where
an eager and dedicated team counted and packed everything into vehicles, which were then immediately
delivered to Hanover Park and distributed by the partners on the ground in that community.

Besides many articles of clothing etc more than 15 000 sandwiches were distributed directly to residents in
Hanover Park.

Sandwich Saturday Drive flyer

Sandwich health guidelines

So many kind, generous and thoughtful people brought beautifully
wrapped sandwiches and other goodies to the drives
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The team of volunteers referred to as the “Helping Angels” who spearheaded this Harfield Village Campaign
of Goodness were :

James Fernie HVA Chairperson
Alison Palthe HVA Treasurer
Terry Robinson HVA Secretary
Leila Emdon: Harfield Village resident
Maggie Palthe Harfield Village resident
Delva Shamley Harfield Village resident
Anel Heymans Harfield Village resident
Reyhana Hamdulay Harfield Village resident

THANK YOU to Julian Bruyns for producing a really wonderful and effective video on the Sandwich Saturday
drive - https://youtu.be/eyt9hfvE5Ms

Video of Sandwich Drive

https://youtu.be/eyt9hfvE5Ms
https://youtu.be/eyt9hfvE5Ms
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The team were in constant daily communication; fundraising, planning purchasing, arranging, packing,
transporting and generally facilitating the entire campaign. It was an intense time and experience for all
concerned.

To stimulate fundraising and create awareness of the Campaign of Goodness, the HVA had a fun and
effective doodle video produced highlighting what the campaign was all about. Thank you so much to Dwyn
Griesel for producing the truly fantastic video at no cost at all.

Please view the video on the Youtube link: https://youtu.be/fRx6O1XCBIk

Alison Palthe and Terry Robinson sorting through groceries inside the
classroom at the Rosmead Central Primary School

Video of Campaign of Goodness

https://youtu.be/fRx6O1XCBIk
https://youtu.be/fRx6O1XCBIk
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Gratitude and SPECIAL THANKS

• Thank you to the Harfield Village Community and other friends from across Cape Town and around the
world for all their financial support and generous donations of food and secondhand clothing.

• Mario Santana, Andrew Moir and all of the very supportive staff at the Rosmead Super Spar and Tops.
• Delva Shamley and The University of Cape Town for the incredible donation of R100 000.00 worth of

Checkers shopping vouchers which were distributed between Hanover Park, Wynberg Haven Night Shelter
and Sister Inc.

• The Claremont Rotary Club
• Mo from The Village Café for his eagerness and passionate to help
• Score Foods in Claremont
• All of the incredible community development programmes led by remarkable activists, for their

dedication, tenacity and hard work to assist and uplift their respective communities.
• Rosmead Central Primary School for allowing the HVA to use a classroom as storage facility for distribution

of the food and groceries to the various stakeholders.

A joint Hanover Park and Harfield Village facebook page was established with a view to making it easy for
residents of both communities to connect with each. Please join the group which is named Hanover Park &
Harfield Village – Unity is Strength

https://www.facebook.com/groups/241940873805672

We have also formed meaningful partnerships between the Harfield Village Community and Hanover Park,
an area so close to us but facing massive challenges of poverty and inequality.

Groceries being packed and sorted ready for delivery to Hanover Park

https://www.facebook.com/groups/241940873805672
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The HVA tried at all times to spread positivity and leadership. Part of this campaign was to ensure that the
HVA thanked all essential services workers on behalf of the broader Harfield community.
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Our dear friend and comrade, Peter Roberts, of the Hanover Park Cricket Club passed away from covid 19 a mere 3 weeks after his
40th birthday. Peter worked tirelessly to assist and support the community of Hanover Park during the covid 19 crisis and his death is
tragic and felt deeply by everyone in Harfield Village who had the privilege of getting to know him during the lockdown emergency

food drive.

The Alcardo Andrews Foundation and Hanover Park Cricket Club members sorting and distributing food
parcels to vulnerable community members in Hanover Park
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The Future – Moving towards
sustainable developmental
co-operation

Without doubt one of the
most remarkable silver
linings of this horrendous
covid 19 crisis has been the
establishment of genuine,
sincere and meaningful
relationships between the
communities of Harfield
Village and Hanover Park.
The forging of this kind of
bond between
communities historically
separated and segregated
should serve as a shining
example of what can be
achieved in the new
democratic South Africa.

As the lockdown crisis
abates and things move
slowly towards some form of
new normal, so the focus of
emergency food aid is
shifting towards a more
sustainable and
developmental model of
assistance and co-
operation.

Kicking off this campaign is
the “Hello my name is HOPE
project” - a joint
collaboration between the
Harfield Village Association
(HVA) and Rosmead
Superspar and Tops

Hello, My name is HOPE
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Very early on in Lockdown
level 5 the HVA realised that
COVID would have
disastrous effects on many
communities who were
already struggling before
COVID. The HVA formed the
social outreach arm “The
Helping Angels” and
identified Hanover Park as
the main beneficiary of their
efforts for support and
assistance.

However as time
progressed and lockdown
lessened so did donations
and we also realised that
we were dealing with a
community that needed
help in so many more ways
than just feeding! One of
the our Angels Maggie
Palthe conceptualized
"Hello my name is Hope
project" Maggie enlisted
the help of famous "Doodle
Artist" Quentin Horn and
together they have
produced a series of
amazing dishtowels and
Tote bags around 3
themes…..

Hello :
My name is Hope

My name is Happiness
My name is Peace

Hello, My name is HAPPINESS
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Each theme has particular
images drawn from folk lore
on hope, peace and
happiness.

For Example the Hello my
name is PEACE has the
following inscription;
"When the power of love
overcomes the love of
power then we will know
peace"

The Spar has already
transferred the profit (in
advance) to the HVA which
in turn has split the money
between The Alcardo
Andrews Foundation (their
R10 000.00 portion is going
towards the installation of a
fulltime kitchen in Hanover
Park) and the Hanover Park
Cricket Club (their portion is
going towards purchasing
new cricket uniforms for the
children).

“IF YOU CAN’T FEED A HUNDRED
PEOPLE, THEN FEED JUST ONE” –

MOTHER TERESA, 1910

Quentin Horns's design work
is beyond incredible and he
has done such an amazing
job. One can spend hours
looking at the images and
they are actually works of
Art.
None of this would have
been remotely possible
without Marion Santana
(owner of Rosmead
Superspar and Tops) who
funded this entire project
and has helped the HVA
with all it's initiatives
throughout lockdown.

Mario and his staff are
incredible and we are lucky
to have such people within
our community. The
fabulous merchandise is
available in store at
Rosmead Spar at very
reasonable prices. The ideal
gift for anyone and
especially to post overseas
as the Spar Heart has been
done with imagery of a
Map of South Africa,
Baobab trees, wild animals
Cape fynbos and much
more.

Hello, My name is HAPPINESS
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THANK YOU TO THE MANY HARFIELDERS AND FRIENDS OF HARFIELD VILLAGE FOR MOBILISING AROUND THE
HARFIELD VILLAGE CAMPAIGN OF GOODNESS. THE CAMPAIGN WAS A GREAT SUCCESS. PLEASE JOIN

THE HARFIELD VILLAGE ASSOCIATION AS THE JOURNEY CONTINUES TO BUILD SUSTAINABLE,
IMPACTFUL AND SINCERE RELATIONSHIPS WITH COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS.

A wall mural at the Rosmead Central Primary School

“IF YOU CAN’T FEED A HUNDRED
PEOPLE, THEN FEED JUST ONE” –

MOTHER TERESA, 1910


